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1 Introduction
We live in a connected world and are increasingly closer to each other thanks to
the emerging information technologies. While the “small-world” phenomenon and
the “six degrees of separation” have been traditionally studied by Milgram [14] and
Watts [24], a recent research suggests that the average degree of separation between
two members of the online social network Facebook is reduced to around 4.74
[5]. Furthermore, individuals are not merely connected; as a series of experiments
in various domains such as obesity, happiness, cooperation, and political opinions
has demonstrated, connectivity also indicates behavioral similarities of up to three
degrees of separation [7, 25].
The recent availability of large-scale communication and networked data, such
as emails, mobile phone records, and online social media activities, enables the
studies of information diffusion and correlations of adoption behaviors as well
as social contagion processes at an unprecedented scale [8, 15, 17]. In particular,
the understanding of the phenomenon of and the mechanism that drives the social
contagion process help promote behavioral change in domains such as commerce,
public health, politics, and social mobilization at both local and global scales
[3, 6, 9, 23]. As examples, Aral et al. [4] focused on the diffusion of the adoptions
of mobile service application using a social network connected by instant message
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traffic [2]. Ugander et al. [23] found that the decision to join Facebook varies
with the number of distinct social groups their friends occupy. Bond et al. [6]
conducted a 61-million-person experiment on Facebook and found that strong ties
are instrumental for spreading political behavior through online social network.
Often, the connectivity and structure of the social network play a role in the
effectiveness of social contagion. For instance, both Onnela et al. [17] and Ugander
et al. [23] emphasized the importance of network structure in information spreading
and product adoption [26].
However, most of the previous works focus on online social networks, and
measure influence between direct contacts concerning either long-term habits or
low-cost decision-making in virtual space (such as online product adoption). In
this study, we are interested in investigating how social influence propagates
over a large-scale offline communication network, and how it manifests in shorttime decision-making and social mobilization that are more costly than merely
information diffusion or online production adoption.
We use a data set of mobile phone records with high resolution in Andorra for
our analysis. We construct a large-scale communication network and mirror the
contagion process of social influence, whose effect is measured by the change in
the likelihood of attending a large-scale international cultural event in the capital
city. In order to control for the selection bias caused by homophily and identify
the causal effect of social influence, we utilize a matching method to mimic the
procedure of random assignment of treatments [3, 11]. One novel aspect of our
study is to condition matchings on revealed preferences, i.e., historical visitation
patterns, instead of the traditionally considered demographics. Rather surprisingly,
our results show that influence decays across social distance from initial attendees,
but persists up to six degrees of separation, similarly to the physical phenomenon
of ripples expanding across the water. Meanwhile, the patterns of communication,
such as intensity and the timeliness of communication, also impact the strength of
social influence, but to a lesser degree. Finally, we analyze the heterogeneous effects
of social influence on the population, and observe that the effect is stronger on the
geographically explorative subgroup of population.

2 Data and Method
Mobile phone logs have been used in various studies as a proxy for human mobility
and social interactions at a societal scale [8, 21]. We leverage the detailed tracking
and wide coverage of mobile phone logs in the country of Andorra to study how the
likelihood of an individual attending a local Cirque Du Soleil performance, which
was held repetitively in July, 2016, is affected if someone in his social circle receives
phone calls directly or indirectly from past attendees of the event.
We introduce three key definitions in our study. First, we assume that people
who were connected to a cell tower nearby the performance venue, as shown in
the left panel of Fig. 1, during the performance hours (±30 min as buffer time)
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Fig. 1 Illustration of attendee, influence cascade and hop

attended the events and are labeled as attendees. Next, we construct influence
cascade, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1, by adding links between the caller
and receiver if: (1) at least one of them is linked directly or indirectly with the
attendees by the time the call was initiated; (2) the calls took place within 24 h after
the performance started. Finally, we use hop to capture the shortest social distance
to any attendee via the influence cascade. Overall, we observed 16,043 attendees
across the one-month observational period. Among others, the influence cascade
covers 161,857 individuals. And another 71,337 population are disconnected to the
influence cascade.
In order to quantify the effect of social influence in people’s decision-making,
the key challenge is to control for the upward estimation bias caused by homophily.
We use matched sample estimation to mimic the assignment of treatment as in
a randomized experiment, rather than regression analysis which only establishes
correlations [3, 10, 11]. More specifically, for the influence cascade constructed for
each day, we consider a treatment group in which individuals are of certain social
distance from the attendees (we use treatment group on hop h to represent people
that are h-degree of separation from the closest attendee), and a control group in
which individuals are not connected to any attendee on that day. Individuals in
treatment and control groups are matched to control group on a one-to-one basis
based on their mobility patterns, which we will further explain in more detail in
later section.
Before establishing causal studies, we first analyze the distribution of social
distances of individuals to the attendees. As shown in Fig. 2, a large mass of
population are three and four degrees of separation from the attendees. Moreover,
we analyze the predictive power of the degree of separation from the attendees
for attendance rate. We compare the attendance ratio between treatment group on
hop h and control group. The larger-than-one ratio comes from a mixed effects of
homophily, social influence and other confounding variables. The right panel of
Fig. 2 shows the ratio between the likelihood of attending the social event of people
on hop h and those who receive no treatment. As we see, direct contacts of the
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Fig. 2 Distribution of social distances of individuals to the attendees (left) and the attendance ratio
between treatment group on hop h and control group (right)

attendees are five times more likely to attend the performance than individuals who
do not receive treatment. Meanwhile, individuals on hop six are 2.5 times more
likely to attend the events than individuals receiving no treatment. The average
decreasing trend of the likelihood indicates that the degree of separation from
the attendees is an important factor in studying the likelihood of attending the
performance. However, this correlation does not indicate causality, the latter of
which is the main focus of our study.

2.1 Controlling for Homophily
It is widely argued that the adoption behavior in the social network (the decision
of attending the event in our case) is a mixture of similarities over friends and
contagion driven by social influence [3, 6, 22]. Similarities among peers may
cause the over-estimation of social influence [3]. Therefore, we need to balance
the distribution of similarities across individuals in the influence cascades and
isolate the causal effect of word-of-mouth influence through phone calls in our
observational study.
Empowered by the longitudinal and detailed mobility tracking via Call Detail
Records, we use behavioral patterns to characterize individuals instead of the widely
applied method of demographic characterization [3, 6]. The power of behavioral
characterization as a control for homophily is that behavior reveals preferences
regarding the same type activities that we are observing and treating [13], which
is exactly what we want to control for. Specifically in our case, activities performed
during their leisure time, the revealed visitation preferences, are captured via cell
tower visitation frequencies over the weekend for the past 6 months [12]. As shown
in Fig. 3, the left panel represents an individual who spends most of the weekends
in the crowded shopping districts while the right panel stands for an individual with
a diversified activity patterns.
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Fig. 3 Two examples of historical mobility patterns during the weekends for the past 6 months

2.2 Matching
As stated before, we use matched sample estimation to yield the estimates of social
influence by conditioning matches on mobility frequency vectors. The matching
results establish an upper bound to which extent social influence, rather than
homophily, explains the attendance behavior1 [3].
We segment individuals into two groups, the treatment group and the control
group, based on whether they receive influence related to the event or not. Treatment
groups are further split into eight subgroups according to the hop index. The control
group consists of individuals who are disconnected to the influence cascades. Each
individual in the treatment group is paired with another individual in the control
group that is most similar in terms of preferences approximated by mobility patterns.
By such a matching, we ensure that the main difference between the two individuals
paired together is whether or not one receives the treatment of social influence [20].
The matchings depend on nearest Mahalanobis distance calculated as:
md(Xj , Xk ) = [(Xj − Xk )T S −1 (Xj − Xk )]1/2 ,

(1)

where Xj and Xk are the covariate vectors (mobility frequency vectors) for
individual j and individual k, and S is the sample covariance matrix for the mobility
frequency matrix X.
We perform Principal Component Analysis on X to reduce the correlations
of the visitation patterns among nearby cell towers and to reduce the number
of variables used in matching. Dimension reduction is important in Mahalanobis
Distance Matching, which works better in balancing fewer covariates [11].
1 Unobserved

confounding variables are difficult to control for by using matching-based methods.
To partly address the issue that tourists may travel together and social links may not pass social
influence, we remove individual pairs who are potentially on the same trip to Andorra. This can be
inferred based on whether individuals stay at the same hotel at the same night.
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In our setting, the difference in the attendance rate of the two groups is the
average treatment effect of social influence:
ATEh = E(Yih − Yic ),

(2)

where ATEh is the average treatment effect of treatment group on hop h, Yih is the
outcome for matched pair i in treatment group h, and Yic is the outcome for matched
pair i in control group.

3 Results
In this section, we first investigate the effect of social influence after distinguishing
it from homophily using Mahalanobis Distance Matching. To evaluate the inflation
bias caused by homophily, we compare our results with random matching, where
we do not control for homophilous behavior and pair individuals randomly.
Furthermore, we quantify both external and internal factors that affect the strength of
social influence, namely, the patterns of the communications and the characteristics
of the individuals.

3.1 The Decay of Influence over Social Distance from Attendee
After distinguishing homophily and social influence, we are able to estimate the
treatment effect of social influence on the likelihood of attendance. In Fig. 4, the
blue-dashed line shows the average treatment effect of social influence (as in y -axis)
across hops (as in x -axis). The positive treatment effects—the increasing likelihood
of attending a future performance—indicate that social influence promotes the
likelihood of attending the performance. More importantly, we discover a “ripple
effect” of social influence over communication network: originating from the
attendees and expanding across information cascade. In particular, this effect
decays across social distances from the attendees and persists up to six degrees of
separation. The average treatment effect of social influence is 11% on the first hop
and drops dramatically to a half at the second hop. Starting from the third hop, the
treatment effects decay slowly and persist until the sixth hops.
The difference between the red-dashed line and the blue-dashed line in Fig. 4
shows the overestimation of social influence without controlling for homophily. In
particular, with random matching, we overestimate the effect of social influence by
around 100%, which is similar to the findings in a previous study by Aral (2009) on
the adoption of an online application [4].
Furthermore, we use “random shuffling” proposed by Anagnostopoulos [1] to
exclude the concern that other mechanical reasons might cause the decay pattern in
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Fig. 4 Average treatment effect of social influence via communication network

social network. We first randomly assign people to control and treatment group, as
well as the hop index if assigned to treatment group, and then measure the average
treatment effect with Mahalanobis Distance Matching. The average treatment effect
as well as the decay pattern disappear.
In order for the estimation of treatment effects from matching results to be robust,
the assignment of treatment, conditional on the Mahalanobis distance, need to be
as good as randomly assigned. In other words, the covariates are required to be
balanced between matched pairs in treatment and control groups. Therefore, we use
standardized mean differences (SMD) to evaluate whether the covariates in the two
groups demonstrate sufficient overlap [16]. SMD is calculated as the difference of
means in units of pooled standard deviation as follows:
x l,h − x l,c
SMD = !"
# ,
2
2
sl,h + sl,c /2

(3)

where x l,h and x l,c are the means of covariate x l for treatment group h and control
group, respectively, and si,h and si,c are the standard deviation of covariate x l for
treatment group h and control group, respectively. We run the covariates balanced
test and show that all of the SMDs are far below 0.1, which rejects the hypothesis
that they have insufficient overlap.
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Fig. 5 Average treatment effect of social influence with respect to intensity of communications.
Different colors shown in the legend represent different hop indexes as labeled

3.2 Communication Patterns
In this section, we test the hypothesis that social influence and contagion process
on the social network may vary according to the communication patterns. As shown
in Fig. 5, more intense communications between two individuals indicates a larger
treatment effect for the first three hops and stay constant afterwards. In terms of
the timeliness of communication, we show in Fig. 6 that the treatment effects are
significantly stronger if the calls are made immediately after the event. Similarly to
intensity, this only holds up to hop three. These two empirical exercises indicate that
communication patterns exert quantifiable and discernible effects on the strength of
social influence up to three degrees of separation.

4 Discussion
In this study, we illustrate the application of a matching strategy in a largepopulation study to identify the effect of social influence. A novel aspect of our
study is the use of matched samples as determined by previously observed behavior
instead of those obtained by Randomized Control Trails (RCTs), which seems
potentially quite useful in many large-scale studies. By analyzing the pattern of
attendance of an international cultural event in Andorra using large-scale mobile
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Fig. 6 Average treatment effect of social influence with respect to timeliness of communication.
Different colors shown in the legend stand for different hop indexes as labeled in the legend

phone data, we quantify how our decision-makings are influenced by, and how the
social network propagates our influence to, people that are several degrees away
from us in the communication network with matched and balanced samples.
Our results reveal the subtle and often invisible effect of social influence on
decision-making via phone communication network, which, surprisingly, persists
up to six degrees of separation. This is analogous to the physical phenomenon of
ripples expanding across the water, which highlights the hidden relationship and
connections among people in the society. More interestingly, we show that such
effect is significantly larger when phone communication took place immediately
after the event and lasted longer, and when those receiving calls are more explorative
geographically as indicated by a more diverse mobility pattern.
The ripple effect via phone communications demonstrated through our study
has far-reaching implications in domains such as viral marketing, public health,
and social mobilization. Recent works have demonstrated the success of social
mobilization via Internet-based services [18], but also shown that such mechanisms
are not without limitations [19]. Our findings suggest that an alternative would
be to exploit the hidden and often overlooked influence between people that are
caused by chains of offline communication. The same strategy may also be applied
into marketing or political campaigns. Our results on the impact of communication
pattern and mobility pattern of individuals on the strength of influence can also help
design more effective strategies to maximize social influence.
Our work also opens new possibilities in understanding social influence and
contagion, in terms of both mathematical modeling and experiment-based studies.
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In the context of networks, threshold-based contagion models and epidemic models
have largely explored the direct interaction between neighboring nodes in the
network, where the behavior of a given node is dependent on its interactions with
neighboring nodes. Hidden interactions across several degrees of separation could
be naturally incorporated into such models. For example, we could systematically
model the treatment effect and the adoption behavior of a given node as a function of
degrees of separation, as well as other network characteristics. With better models
on contagion processes, we could perform counter-factual simulations over different
intervention strategies to incentivize key individuals and maximize social influence
for behavioral change.
It is worth noting that our study also has certain limitations. First, given that we
do not have the actual records for attendance of the event, we consider people who
had phone activities at cell towers close to the venue as attendees. This strategy
might, therefore, have included people who just passed by the venue without
actually attending the event. Second, due to the lack of demographic information,
we approximate homophily in a social network by looking at the mobility history of
individuals. While it is reasonable to assume that mobility patterns reflect to some
extent characteristics and interests of different people, it may also make people with
different demographics much more similar. Third, in the current framework, we
define social distance as the length of the shortest path between an individual and the
attendees, thus effectively considering only this “strongest treatment” in estimating
the treatment effect. There might be a multiplicative effect in the case of more than
one communication path (hence the possibility of multiple treatments), which may
require slightly more complex modeling of influence. We leave such analysis for
future work.
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